
 
 

  

  

 

 

BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 

INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #16 
  

 

It’s the week end - possibly a long one - and you earned it! In this week’s selection of our 

posts we focus on the listed life as Micro/Small Caps of equity stories. ESG is another focus 

and quality companies like Quadpack lead the charge. We salute Energisme as a great 

equity story in energy efficiency. Last but not least, being healthy remains critical: after 

WW last week, we develop the concept of WHFH. 

And more! 

 

As we are moving into the summer recess, we’ll publish a Weekly “Light” from here until 

late August - but no interruption 

Have a good read and a great week end! 

  

The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 

  
 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=59c1281b0c&e=dbe29cf097


 

SMALL CAPS  

 

 

   

SAVINGS VS. SAVING (THE ECONOMY) 

Spot the differences vs. 2008: 1/an economic crisis leading to a financial one, not the other way 

around, 2/Banks are the Good Guys (Insurers as we foresaw are not), 3/people are paid at least 

something even though they are not working. Unintended consequence of COVID-19 trauma: 

the latter has mixed with anxiety-fuelled squirrelling behaviour and reluctance to spend, 

boosting unproductive savings to the detriment of the real economy. The recent stock rally was 

largely retail-led: temptation was too strong to get some of that money stashed under the 

mattress to work. That didn’t last: equities need to prove their capacity to perform long after the 

IPO (vs. at the open only) for a true equity culture to exist in Europe. The Vernimmen 

December Letter still rings true: too many retail investors have lost too much with micro/small 

cap French IPOs over the last 5 years to give “listing" a good name. For one FDJ, how many sub-

€1bn casualties? Advisors need to do a better job at providing reality checks to SMEs, not selling 

pipe dreams to get their fees. The acid test could be their capacity to bring international 

investors vs. domestic insiders only: strengthening small cap IPOs - one of Inbound's skills - is 

now an economic priority. 

Click herse to find out more >> 

  

      

Once again, QUADPACK (ALQP FP) has issued good results for its fiscal year ending end of 

January 2020. They are slightly above expectations and Quadpack is now among the top 10 

European beauty packaging providers in Europe. In 2019, Quadpack made 2 acquisitions in 

Germany Inotech and Louvrette which reinforce its strength as an hybrid player (at the same 
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time) trader and industrial. Even if 2020 will be penalised by Covid-19, it gives to the group the 

opportunity to show its resilience and to advance in the areas of sustainability and innovation. 

As all companies focused on ESG, we believe that Quadpack will do better than its peers on the 

long term. #quadpack #ESG #beautypackaging 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

START-UPS & TECH  

 

 

    

Inbound Capital congratulates French company Energisme (www.energisme.com) - a true digital 

gem focusing on energy efficiency  - for announcing its forthcoming IPO on Euronext Growth. 

As a key advisor on its Equity Story and targeted investor introductions for its funding round 

two years ago, Inbound Capital is proud to have helped Energisme find the financial 

ammunitions to pursue its fast growth as a private company before it soon starts a new chapter as 

a listed one. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

   

 

While millenials have embraced online rental platforms like Rent the Runway and Une Robe Un 

Soir, Gen Z is more reluctant as they are more sceptical about the sustainability of the rental 

model, subscription is an issue and they look for uniqueness. Platforms need to reinvent 

themselves to address this future driver of growth. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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#rishisunak has introduced a welcome 'Kickstart' scheme to help the non-student 16-24 age 

bracket find some paid employ in these unprecedented times. #gigl, an impressive new app based 

digital recruitment solution that abandons paper in favour of video to introduce employer and 

interviewee, are backing the scheme with free job adverts. Congrats to Dan Hudson for taking 

the initiative here. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

 

Covid-19 has been a catalyst for the digitalisation of businesses (from art to grocery delivery) and 

fitness is another business that people have learned to do online. Not only to fight kilos during 

the lockdown but also to stay fit when, in France by example, it was impossible to go further 

than 1km from home. This of course is not good news for the traditional fitness centers and as a 

fervent user of them, I didn't set foot in mine since the end of the lockdown. At the opposite 

new models like Peloton (the value has been multiplied by 2 since its IPO!) can become the new 

norm as people realise that it is more comfortable to work out from home. It also explains why 

the successful fitness apparel brand Lululemon is investing $500 million in-home fitness startup 

called Mirror. For both, the point of entry with customers is a piece of pricy hardware: Peloton 

charges $2,245 for one of its stationary bikes, while Mirror sells an interactive, wall-mounted 

screen for $1,495. Both companies then charge a monthly fee to stream a suite of live and on-

demand workout classes. If more people start having groceries delivered, and they enjoy the 

experience, the same could be true for gym-goers who have switched to home workouts. Just 

another disruption linked to the pandemic! #fitness 

Click here to find out more >> 
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FINANCE & ECONOMY  

 

 

   

 

BR-HK-XIT is not the middle name of Elon Musk’s newborn, rather what may be going on in 

Hong Kong currently: from a financial industry point of view, there are similarities between 

Asia’s leading financial center and London in the aftermath of the 2016 UK referendum. It set 

European governments and capitals (Paris and Frankfurt mainly, plus Amsterdam) racing against 

each other to attract financial talent - and money - from the City. Here Tokyo is welcoming HK 

institutions and bankers with open arms and Singapore trying to lure HK hedge funds. If the 

UK/Europe serves as an example, neither should be in a hurry to pack: the City has showed 

strong resilience thanks to its deep pool of international investors and superior liquidity, not to 

mention lifestyle: Frankfurt is not Berlin while Paris has showed that Yellow (Vest) and Black 

(Blocks) make a nasty colour blend. Earning a leading financial center status takes a lot more 

than short term incentives. 

Lionel Laurent, Jakob von Baeyer, Leila Abboud. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

   

It may come as a surprise that almost half of the largest French companies are planning to 

stabilize their cybersecurity budgets this year while another quarter will cut them, according to 

the consulting firm Wavestone. This is a paradox at a time when businesses have been more 

exposed to the risk of cyber-attacks during and after lockdown, in part because of new trends 

such as teleworking. No doubt this not a sustainable approach, and we may see some budget 

increases again in a few quarters when new vulnerabilities and cyber-threats become more 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=fa3a69f70b&e=dbe29cf097


 

visible. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

 

Relocation and reindustrialisation are subjects that are gaining momentum in France. While 

French manufacturing has lost some ground compared to other European competitors in recent 

months due particularly strict lockdown measures in the country, government and industry are 

now trying to plan for the next step. 

Beyond the anecdotical emergency restart of the production of surgical masks and certain drugs, 

France is considering industrial relocations that would be more significant in scale and 

substance, with a particular focus on 4 sectors: healthcare, Food/agriculture, electrical equipment 

and manufacturing. Consultant PWC has identified 113 categories of “sensitive” and “high stake” 

products that could be “made in France” and it is estimated that relocating 20% of this 

manufacturing domestically would create 75,000 direct jobs. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

LIFESTYLE & OTHERS  

 

       

 

Hoorah ! Finally an article referencing the 'de rigeur' #bookshelf that has become THE 

indispensable accessory behind all self-respecting #Zoomers (other #webinar providers also 

available). A wee chuckle as I read that an inappropriate title has been spotted on 

#ChristineLagarde bookshelf, it reminds of an early webinar when the #KamaSutra was in full 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=c400690cc2&e=dbe29cf097
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view just over the left ear of one interviewee (name withheld). More interesting to me is the 

apparent desire to display one's intellectual plumage, surrounded by evidence of being well-read. 

I mean where's the humble kindle suddenly? Its an irony that the analogue world has made such 

a noteworthy riposte courtesy of this digital zoom revolution. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound Capital provides outsourced investor services to Quadpack (ALQP FP).  

Inbound provides advisory and introduction services to private company Une Robe Un 

Soir. 

Inbound Capital was advisor to private company Energisme. 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
The information used in preparing this document was obtained either from public sources or from sources 

to which Inbound Capital have been authorised access. Inbound Capital has made no independent 

verification of the information. Accordingly no representation or warranty of any kind (whether express 

or implied) is given by Inbound Capital and its employees as to the accuracy, completeness or fitness for 

any purpose of this document. 
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